
Network Optimization, Homework 3.1 :

The Drug Lord

Nedialko B. Dimitrov

In this sequence homework assignments, we will help the Arizona state police capture an escap-
ing drug lord.

Background. The Arizona state police have for years been gathering intelligence and building
a case against a drug lord, Tihomir Anastazov, operating out of Flagstaff, Arizona. Just today, the
police were finally ready to raid the drug lord’s offices, take down his operation, and arrest him.

The raids were carried out in the morning, gathering plenty of evidence to convict Tihomir.
However, Tihomir’s network of informants is vast, and somehow, he received a tip-off about the
upcomming raids. Now, Tihomir is on the run, trying to escape Arizona before getting arrested.

Assignment. In this first assignment, we will model Tihomir’s movements as he attempts to
escape.

We know that Tihomir is trying to leave the state as quickly as he can, to escape capture. We
also know that he is starting from Flagstaff. Figure 1 is a map of the Arizona state highway system.

The first step in modeling Tihomir’s movements is to abstract the real network of roads and
highways, into a network we can work with. We have many choices on exactly how to do this. In
particular, our abstraction can be of fine-granularity (where we include every side-street, on-ramp,
byroad etc.) or coarser (where we model most cities or highway intersections as nodes, and the
major roads connecting them as edges). Write a paragraph or two of discussion on the advantages
and disadvantages fine-granularity models vs. coarse-granularity models.

We have decided to abstract the Arizona state highway system to the graph in Figure 2. We
know that Tihomir’s starting point in this network is Flagstaff, and that his goal is to leave the
state as quickly as possible. To compute Tihomir’s escape route, as discussed in class, we must
give him a destination node. We could do this by connecting a single node called “Escape” to each
of the edges coming out of Arizona. However, anticipating that Tihomir may prefer to escape to
Mexico, instead of simply another US state, we will create three extra nodes: “Mexico,” “Other
US State,” and “Escape.” Figure 3 pictures the final abstract network, including the three extra
nodes.

Ok, now we are ready to actually compute Tihomir’s escape routes. This is your homework
assignment.

1 Computing Escape Routes

Go to the course webpage and download the archive 3-1-files.zip. Unzipping the archive will
give you access to the following files:

1. arizona-state.jpg – The Arizona highway map.

2. arizona-escape-nodes.pdf – An overlay of our abstract network over the highway map.

3. arizona nodes data.csv – A listing of all the nodes in our abstract network
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4. arizona arcs data.csv – The data describing our network’s arcs. In particular, each arc’s
distance is given in abstract-map units, simply derived from the coordinates of the nodes in
the abstract map.

5. shortestpath.py – A Python file to help you start your homework.

For homework do the following:

1. Write the one or two paragraphs of discussion mentioned in this writeup.

2. Program a shortest path LP in python, using shortestpath.py as a starting point.

3. Using your code, compute and give Tihomir’s best escape route when there are no road blocks.

4. Use the distance from Yuma to Gila Bend to derive a conversion from abstract-map units
to miles. Assuming that traffic moves at 65 miles per hour, and that a roadblock adds 30
minutes of wait time, compute an appropriate value to the parameter delay that is given in
the code.

5. Using the delay parameter from the previous problem, re-solve your shortest path LP, but
this time placing a roadblock from Tuba City to Marble Canyon. You should be able to do
this without touching the Distance column in arizona arcs data.csv. Instead, you can do
it either by changing the xbar column in the csv file, or by editing your python program to
change the appropriate parameter. If Tihomir knows that this single road block is in place,
what is Tihomir’s new best escape route?

2 Computing Roadblocks

We continue our modeling and problem solving to help the Arizona state police capture the escaping
drug lord, Tihomir Anastazov.

Background. In the first part of the homework, we modeled Tihomir’s movements. We are
now working with the state police to disrupt Tihomir’s escape as best we can. In this second part
of the homework, we will help compute roadblock locations to guide the Arizona state police.

Assignment. To compute roadblock locations, we have formulated a shortest path interdiction
model like the one discussed in class. The inner-problem is modeling Tihomir’s escape. . . a min

problem for computing the shortest path. In the outer-problem, a max problem, we are placing
roadblocks to make his shortest path as long as possible. The model all together is a max min

model. To be able to stick our model into a solver, we have taken the dual of the inner LP, turning
the entire model into a max max model. The entire model is now a simple MIP that we can solve
with pyomo, for example.

Whenever we make a roadblock plan, Tihomir’s vast network of informants immediately tells
him about it, and he adjusts his escape route. There is just no hiding information from Tihomir.
Our model accurately captures the fact that Tihomir knows our every move. Even though he knows
the location of our roadblocks, we are still going to do our best to disrupt his escape.

Go to the course webpage and download the archive 3-2-files.zip. Unzipping the archive
will give you access to the following files: arizona-state.jpg, arizona-escape-nodes.pdf,
arizona nodes data.csv, arizona arcs data.csv, spstop.py. These files are essentially the
same as the ones from the previous assignment, with three exceptions. First, the file spstop.py

provides you with the MIP formulation of the roadblock placement problem. You can use that file
to complete this assignment. Second, the file arizona arcs data.csv has a new column, listing
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the arcs on which we are allowed to place roadblocks. Third, the solve function in spstop.py passes
some important MIP solver parameters to CPLEX. We’ll explore these parameters later in the
homework.

As you attempt to execute the code you downloaded, for things to work properly, it is best to
have CPLEX as your solver. So, don’t change the pyomo solver lines in spstop.py. Later in the
homework, we will discuss changing the solver.

For homework do the following:

1. Read over, and familiarize yourself with the heavily commented python code in spstop.py.

2. What are the arcs on which we not allowed to place roadblocks? Why aren’t we allowing the
model to place roadblocks on those arcs?

3. Compute the best roadblock location given 1 roadblock. What is Tihomir’s new Escape route,
given the single road block?

4. For each value of the number of roadblocks between 0 and 8, compute and record the value
of each of: (a) The location of the roadblocks (b) Tihomir’s best escape route in response to
the roadblock locations (c) The escape distance of Tihomir’s best route

5. Looking over the data you’ve collected, what interesting thing happens with Tihomir’s escape
plan when we have 3 roadblocks?

6. Using the data you collected, plot a curve where on the x axis we place the number roadblocks
and on the y axis we place Tihomir’s escape distance. In general, such a curve is called the
operator resilience curve. The name comes from thinking of Tihomir as the operator of some
“system,” in this particular case, his escape route plan. We are attacking that system, in this
case, by placing roadblocks. The curve you plotted shows how resilient Tihomir’s system is
to our attacks, as they grow in number.

7. In the resilience curve you plotted, we see a big jumps in the escape distance as we move from
0 roadblocks to 1 roadblock and as we move from 4 roadblocks to 5. What is happening with
Tihomir’s escape plans that results in these increase?

8. How do you suppose the resilience curve continues past 8 roadblocks? Why?

9. We say that the solutions to an interdiction problem are nested if the attack plan with k
attacks is always a superset of the attack plan with k − 1 attacks. In this problem, this
means that as we add the capability for an additional roadblock, we always keep the previous
roadblocks we’ve placed at the same location. Are our roadblock location solutions nested?
If yes, briefly describe why they are nested. If no, show a location where the solutions are
not nested.

10. Are solutions to interdiction problems nested in general? In the following diagram, suppose
we are maximizing the shortest path from s to t. If we are allowed to remove one arc, what
is the best arc to remove? What are the two best arcs to remove? (Use visual inspection.)
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11. Now, lets change the problem so that a roadblock doesn’t simply delay Tihomir by half an
hour. We want to make it so that a roadblock effectively makes that arc unusable by Tihomir.
To what value should we set the delay parameter in the code? (Hint: The value is computed
in the code.)

12. Plot the new operator resilience curve, under the setting that a roadblock makes an arc
unusable. Be sure to record the road block locations and Tihomir’s escape plans along the
way, because we’ll ask a few questions about them later. Hint: Adding a python loop can
help save you some time.

13. When we have 6 roadblocks, where do we place them? Is that intuitive?

14. For roadblocks numbering between 0 and 5, plot the resilience curves from the first part of
the assignment, where a roadblock is a delay of half an hour, and the second part of the
assignment, where a roadblock makes an arc unusable, as two lines in the same graph.

You can think of a roadblock that makes an arc unusable as a “stronger” attack than a
roadblock that simply adds a delay of half an hour. Plotting both resilience curves on the
same graph, allows us to see how much value we are gaining for having stronger attacks.

15. For the answer in the previous problem, we see that the two curves are the same up to 2
roadblocks and they diverge at 3 roadblocks. What happens at 3 roadblocks to make the
curves diverge? Similarly, why are the curves the same up until 3 roadblocks?

2.1 Solver Options

In this section of the homework, we’ll explore some of the solver options that allow us to solve the
network interdiction MIPs. This is just meant as an introduction, so that you know these options
are there, and that they can critically affect our solutions.

1. For this section be sure that CPLEX is selected as the solver for your GAMS program. And
change your delay parameter to be the original 110.5.

2. On the command line, type ’cplex’ to open the cplex interactive shell, then type ’set’. This
will list many options you can set for the cplex solver. Take a look at the in spstop.py that
references ’mip tolerances ’. In this line, we have specified the value of two solver options.
Search online for “cplex parameters reference manual” and read the documation for these
online to understand what each of those options mean.
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3. Let’s see what happens if we change the value of integrality to 0.5, and maintain the value
of mipgap to 0. Try re-solving for the best location of 4 roadblocks with the new settings,
and with CPLEX as your solver. How many roadblocks did the solver “place”? Why is that?

4. Now, suppose we go back to integrality equal to 10−9, but we set mipgap to 1. CPLEX will
return a solution with the right number of roadblocks this time. But, will it be the optimal
solution? Try it with 8 roadblocks and compare with the solution you got in the earlier part
of the assignment. What solution does CPLEX return, if not the optimal one?

5. Read about the parameters lpmethod and mip strategy subalgorithm. These parameters
determine what alogrithm CPLEX uses to solve the LP relaxations while it is doing branch
and bound. For the small problems we are solving in this assignment, switching between
algorithms does not give us a humanly perceptible difference. But, we can see the difference
in speed by shutting off some CPLEX optimizations and looking at the CPLEX output.

Try switching both options to the “Barrier Algorithm.” Also set the parameter threads to
1. Finally, set the pyomo solve parameter called tee to True.

Solve the problem of finding the best single roadblock location. Now look at the CPLEX
execution printouts. Scroll up through the output, reading the things CPLEX prints. Look
for a line that says “Deterministic time = ABC tics”, where ABC is some number. This line
will appear several times, you want the one for the MIP. This is a measure of the time CPLEX
used to solve the branch and bound problem. Record that time for the “Barrier Algorithm.”

Now switch both options to the “Network Simplex,” re-solve, and record the “Deterministic
time” Which is faster?

For more difficult MIPs, the performance difference can be tremendous.

Every solver has its parameters, but often the parameters have quite similar meanings. If you
are curious, explore the free solver’s, cbc, parameters.
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Figure 1: A map of the Arizona state highway system.
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Figure 2: An abstract network created from the Arizona highway system.
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(a) Abstract network.

Mexico

Other US State

Escape

(b) Abstract network with destination nodes.

Figure 3: The final abstract network.
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